
Attendance: Michaela, Marcin, Malgorzata, Luuk, Victor

Action list review 

A1. Marcin and Luuk: send an email what is needed from Dashboard in terms of metrics in EGI.
A2. Malgorzata: create a wiki page with C-COD recommendation for NGI-EGI SLA 
(https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/Pole_1#Recommendation_for_EGI_NGI_SLA_i)

Malgorzata: under this link can be found list of our proposals for SLA between EGI and NGI. It will 
be collect our recommendations show them on next COD f2f meeting.

Site State Diagram
Michaela: We will put this in the Best Practices section and clean up paragraph 5.1 in ROCs and 
Site manual. We will change the description of suspended and uncertified as Marcin suggested. 
Site should be set as suspended and ROC manager should set it as uncertified again according to 
Marcin's definition. The uncertified state would be an information that site is ready to start 
certification procedure. The uncertified state should not be the last one because it is confusing. 
Marcin: We have also Closed state which should be terminal one. We should keep this suspended 
state as an information that site was uncertified by the ROC, and let site to express that they for 
example want to pass certification again. 
Luuk: If we want to put this into the manual then there should be a line that site should contact 
ROC what they want to do – that the action should be taken.
Marcin: We can even say that if site will not contact ROC in 3-4 months then the site will become 
closed.
 

AOB

Next week C-COD will start to ask RODs for explanation for each item which appears on the C-
COD dashboard 

Marcin: The idea is to collect weekly reports from RODs. The point is that we were looking at the 
metrics and some excessive number of items appear in C-COD dashboard.  Without feedback from 
RODs it is hard to assess the model. This is one of reasons why we want to ask ROD for 
explanations. The second one is to motivate people to do the job. We want to make people to pay 
more attention on the items.
Michaela: We should not chase ROD for items which were transfered to CCOD according to 
procedure. 
Luuk: We should use for that handover tool to keep in one place answers. 
Malgorzata: Requests for explanation will be added to notifications send already by C-COD to 
RODs. 
Action on Malgorzata: to send an email to RODs that they will be asked for explanation since now. 
And that they are obliged to provide it. 

Next meeting 19.11.2009 12:3o CET.
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